
PHOTOJOURNALISM AND THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

These photos, on display in a new exhibition at Atlanta's High Museum, underscore the influence of photography in the
civil-rights era.

Counterprotests White hecklers confront civil rights marchers from behind a Confederate flag during the
Selma to Montgomery March for Voting Rights in  Like most other white business owners, he banned blacks
from his establishment. Later, he regularly contributed to the Afro-American, Pittsburgh Courier, and other
weekly publications. Virginia, USA. Burt Glinn photographed one such demonstration. They vividly and
visually challenged an entire economic and social regime of power. For example, the work of Doris Derby, a
photographer and Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee SNCC participant, sheds light on the "unsung
and overlooked women," as the museum phrases it, who followed in his footsteps even when it meant putting
their lives in danger. But what exactly are we being asked to remember? Cleaning the Pool, St. King and his
associates, and, during his full coverage of the event, the iconic photograph of the Selma to Montgomery
march showing people proudly marching along the highway under a cloudy turbulent sky. Parks also
photographed civil rights demonstrations, including the March on Washington, and documented Jim Crow
Segregation for Life magazine. They were less interested in the desegregation of public spaces than in
economic equity. That's why the Voting Rights Act was passed. Augustine, Florida, in June  After the bloody
outcome of the first attempted Selma march, the government finally sent thousands of federal troops to protect
the marchers. At thirty-five he was the youngest ever recipient. Mobile,  They were often met with violence
and intimidation by local officials and mobs. North and 17th Street, Birmingham, Alabama, May 3,  Photo by
Alfred M. He believed deeply in their power to image African Americans as U. The use and repetition of
movement photographs in contexts as varied as electoral campaigns, art exhibits, commercials, and, of course,
academic histories have crystallized many of these photographs into icons, images that come to distill and
symbolize a range of complex events and ideologies. Leffler was a photographer for U. The photographs in
this collection capture the courage and perseverance of individuals who challenged the status quo, armed only
with the philosophy of nonviolence and the strength of their convictions. After the photos came out,
Thornton's daughter Allie Lee Causey and her family were forced to leave their jobs and home in Choctaw
County after facing white intimidation. Varela authored several photo-based publications and filmstrips
ranging from voter education training manuals to organizing co-operatives and farm-worker unions. Parks
focused his attention on a multigenerational family from Alabama. Not captured on camera that night were
assaults that sent 10 Black men to the hospital the one hospital that would treat them , including a man named
Jimmy Lee Jackson who died of two police gunshots to the stomach. For many viewers today, almost the
entirety of the civil rights movement is captured, quite literally, in the photographs of Birmingham 
Advertisement Figure i. Not so properly attired or as well-behaved, these young, poor men and women refused
to participate in the nonviolent actions that captured the world's attention. Even as these photographs mark
movement participants' attempts to rewrite the meaning of black bodies in public space, the photographs also
imprison - frame and "iconize" - images of legitimate leadership, appropriate forms of political action, and the
proper place of African Americans within the national imaginary. Karales , a photographer for Look magazine
from to , covered the civil rights movement throughout its duration and took many memorable photographs
including photos of SNCC 's formation, of Dr. Randall spent the entire summer photographing solely in
Hattiesburg, among the African-American community and the volunteers in area projects such as the Freedom
Schools , Voter Registration , and the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party campaign. While the protestors
floated in a pool of chemicals, off-duty policemen dove in and arrested them. Elliott case. Faces is the only
record of a single town in the midst of America's civil rights movement. To remember.


